Introduction
Up until the mid-nineteenth century, fossil remains of the Dodo Raphus cucullatus (Columbiformes: Columbidae), a species unique to Mauritius that became extinct in the late 1600s (Cheke and Hume 2008) , had not yet been discovered, leading some authorities to doubt its very existence (Duncan 1828; Lesson 1831; Turvey and Cheke 2008) , even though a head and foot at Oxford, a foot in London and skulls in Prague and Copenhagen survived from birds caught alive. Geologist and ornithologist, Hugh Strickland, amassed all of the available information into a scrapbook entitled 'The Dodo Book' (Strickland 1840 (Strickland -1850 Baker and Bayliss 2002) , which included contemporary accounts and illustrations from ships' logs, mariners' descriptions, and contradictory depictions of live and dead Dodo specimens that had survived the journey to Europe. This formed the foundation of the first Dodo monograph entitled The Dodo and its kindred , in which anatomist Alexander Melville described the physical remains. The authors were given permission to have the 'Oxford' Dodo head dissected Hume et al. 2006) , thus confirming that the Dodo was a giant ground pigeon, a controversial theory first postulated by Danish Professor John Theodore Reinhardt a few years earlier (Reinhardt 1842) . Prior to Reinhardt's proposal, the Dodo had variously been considered a diminutive ostrich, a rail, an albatross or even a kind of vulture (Owen 1846) . Strickland and Melville's monograph initiated a huge public and scientific interest in the bird (Turvey and Cheke 2008) , and the race to obtain the first Dodo fossil remains had begun.
The first Dodo bones were found in 1860 by botanist and medical doctor Philip Ayres (Anon. 1860 ) and transmitted to the comparative anatomist Professor Richard Owen (1804 Owen ( -1892  Figure 1 ) at the British Museum. He appears to have muddled them with some Rodrigues Solitaire Pezophaps solitaria bones sent around the same time by Louis Bouton (discussed in Owen 1872) and not followed them up, although Edward Newton remembered later that they came from a cave at Petite Rivière and that 'Ayres afterwards told me that Owen had pronounced one at least to be a Dodo's' (EN . AN 3/1/1866, 24/3, p. 228). However, Owen was introduced in 1863 to Vincent Ryan, Anglican bishop of Mauritius, whom he prompted to send word around Mauritius that if any Dodo fossils should be found he must be informed immediately (Owen 1866b) . The message was received by a school teacher, George Clark (1807 -1873; Figure 2 ), natural historian and master of a Diocesan School at Mahébourg, southeast Mauritius, who had already spent more than 30 years searching for the fossil remains of Dodo, but without success (Clark 1866) . As he later told it (Clark 1866) , prompted by this new interest and a lead from his school pupils, Clark's efforts were finally rewarded in September 1865; the first subfossil remains of Dodo were recovered from a marsh called the Mare aux Songes in the Plaisance Sugar Estate, 5 km from Mahébourg, and less than 1 km from Blue Bay (Figure 3 (a),(b)). Clark obtained permission to dig the site from the proprietor of the estate, Gaston de Bissy, and hired local labour to start excavation. The men waded into the deeper, central parts of the marsh, feeling for bones using their hands and feet, and the first discoveries were made. Clark wrote to Owen (GC . RO 6/10/1865, p. 125, published in Owen 1866b) , and recorded the event with deep satisfaction:
. . . a sort of bog has been formed called 'La Mare aux Songes' in which is a deposit of alluvium varying in depth on account of the inequalities of the bottom, which is formed of large masses of basalt, from three to ten or twelve feet. The proprietor of the estate a few weeks ago conceived the idea of employing this alluvium as manure and shortly after the men began digging in it, when they had got to a depth of three or four feet, they found numerous bones of large tortoises, among which were a carapace and a plastron pretty nearly entire, as also several crania.
When I heard of this, it immediately struck me that the spot was one of the most likely possible to contain bones of the Dodo, and I gave directions to the men working there to look out for any bones they might find. J.P. Hume et al. 34 Nothing however was turned up but a fragment of what I supposed to be the humerus of a large bird. This encouraged me to look further, and my search was rewarded by the discovery of several tibiae, more or less perfect [in condition], one tarsi, one nearly perfect pelvis, and fragments of three others. . . .
A large series of Dodo remains were retrieved, and in October Clark sent the first consignment of material to Owen with the blessing of Bishop Ryan. Owen wasted no time in publicly announcing the discovery, staging highly publicised lectures and public engagements in January 1866 (Wissen 1995) , before publishing the description of the Dodo's anatomy in October of that year (Owen 1866b) . For his endeavours, Clark received what would have been in the 1860s the hefty financial reward of £100 for 100 bones from the British Museum, while Owen became the first person to formally describe the Dodo's post-cranial anatomy to science.
This account has become the standard version of events surrounding the discovery of the first Dodo fossil remains (e.g. Clark 1866; Wissen 1995; Fuller 2002; Hengst 2003; Grihault 2005; Hume 2006 ), but in reality it was a very different story, which we have reconstructed from surviving letters to Owen from Clark (noted as GC . RO), from Edward Newton to his brother Alfred (EN . AN), and correspondence to Alfred from Owen (RO . AN), Philip Sclater (PS . AN) and between Clark and Alfred (GC . AN, AN . GC), and manuscript notes left by Higginson (1859 Higginson ( -1872 . The picture is nevertheless still incomplete as Owen's letters to Clark, and Alfred's to Edward have not survived, and Edward's letter book March 1866-March 1869 (carbon copies of his correspondence) was lost when his briefcase got stolen on a train (EN . AN 10/3/1869, 24/4, p. 1).
It should be remembered throughout that the Dodo was often referred to in the nineteenth century by the Linnaean name Didus ineptus (e.g. in quotations below, passim), and that before the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869, letters to and from Mauritius took up to six or seven weeks to arrive, so there is some overlap in the timings of the events. Dates of correspondence are not necessarily consistent with the exact date of occurrence, and since the main events presented here took place over a period of just 12 months, it has not been possible to adhere to a precise chronological order. We therefore beg the reader's indulgence.
Edward Newton, Harry Higginson and Captain Mylius
Between 1859 and September 1865, a series of fortuitous events had taken place. Edward Newton (1832 -1897; Figure 4 ), a colonial administrator, was posted to Mauritius from 1859 -1877, eventually becoming Colonial Secretary (deputy governor; Cheke and Hume 2008) . He was the brother of zoologist Alfred Newton (1829 Newton ( -1907  Figure 5 ), later to become the first Professor of Zoology and Comparative Anatomy at the University of Cambridge. Edward also had a keen interest in ornithology, so while stationed on Mauritius he sent specimens to Alfred and was well placed to respond immediately to any fossil discoveries there. Alfred was eager to receive possible Dodo material first, enquiring of Edward in early 1862 about the prospects for Dodo bones, Edward replying in the negative (EN . AN 29/3/1862; 24/1, p. 31). Meantime, Richard Owen was also determined to get Dodo fossil material and used one of his many connections to gain advantageous knowledge on Mauritius; as mentioned above, he had encouraged (Higginson 1859 (Higginson -1872 . The contractors were Messrs Brassey and Wythes, and he worked as District Engineer for the following three and a half years until completion of the railway and then for a further year in charge of its operation. Higginson was involved in the final section of the Midland Line, which was completed on 19th October 1865 (Mosse 1869) . The Midland Line started in Port Louis, the capital, passing south through Curepipe, Rose Belle and eventually Mahébourg, cutting through the Plaisance Sugar estate, within 100 m of the Mare aux Songes ( Figure 6 ). Higginson later recalled that in September 1865 he had made a significant discovery:
Discovery of a Dodo
Shortly before the completion of the railway I was walking along the embankment one morning when I noticed some coolies removing some peat soil from a small morass. They were separating and placing into heaps a number of bones of various sorts among the debris. I stopped and examined them as they appeared to belong to birds and reptiles and we had always been on the lookout for bones of the then mythical Dodo. So I filled my pocket with the most promising ones for further examination.
A Mr Clarke [sic ], the Government schoolmaster at Mahebourg, had Professor Owen's book on the Dodo so I took the bones to him for comparison with the book plates. The result showed that many of the bones undoubtedly belonged to the Dodo. This was so important a discovery that Clarke obtained leave to go out to the morass and personally superintend the search for more. He eventually despatched a large quantity to the British Museum, which sold for several hundred pounds. (Higginson 1859 (Higginson -1872 While Higginson claimed, and some recent writers (Grihault 2005; Hume and Prys-Jones 2005) clearly believed, that he was the first to find Dodo bones, other evidence suggests that Clark did in fact get there first and that Higginson misremembered the date he had visited Clark. It is evident from Higginson's travelogue that much of the detail was written retrospectively and, more importantly, no mention is made of the precise date when he walked along the railway embankment. However, the Dodo account begins with 'Shortly before the completion J.P. Hume et al. 36 of the railway' whose Mahébourg line was opened on 19 October 1865 (Higginson 1859 (Higginson -1872 Clark himself (1866a,1866b) stated that pupils at his school had led him to the discovery in September through seeing tortoise bones dug out of the marsh. Whatever the circumstances, once the discovery was made Clark immediately went to the Mare aux Songes and negotiated a monopoly of the site with the proprietor of the estate, Gaston de Bissy (Clark 1866; Pitot 1914 ). Clark's employment of local labour to crudely extract material from the marsh with their hands and feet (Clark 1866) resulted in an overwhelming bias toward larger bones (Hume 2005 So it was just the illustrations of a single left foot that clinched the identification of the Dodo on Mauritius, and it was this very illustration that Newton, Boyle, Higginson and Clark were using for comparison.
In September, Bishop Ryan was informed of the discovery (Owen 1866b, p. 19) , and the first consignment of Dodo bones was ready for despatch by the next mail steamer in October, with the bishop's and civil chaplain's blessing:
Having visited the spot in question with Mr Clark I can vouch for the correctness of the fact herein stated. -Mr W.T. Banks.
Civil Chaplain Mauritius
The hon W T Banks, civil chaplain at Mauritius in this Diocese, and Mr George Clark, master of the Grammar School at Mahebourg are well known to me, and deserving implicit credit for their statements as matters of fact. 6 October 1865 (Bishop) Vincent Mauritius (Owen 1866b 
Dodo bones for sale
From numerous references made in Edward Newton's letters to Alfred, it is very evident that Clark's priority from his discovery was financial gain. Clark's annual wage at the top of the local school scale was only £290 per year, as against his rival Higginson's £450 and Edward Newton's £600 -800 (Mauritius Almanac for 1865:12, 45, 47) . In addition to hoped for profit, he will have needed to recoup his expenses in hiring labour, and consulted Edward on how best to make as much money as possible.
He [Clark ] is anxious however to make money out of it, and asked me whether I thought he could sell them, I told him I thought Owen might This would obviously also help to keep the price high. Edward expected Captain Mylius to consult Alfred Newton about the best way of making money from the bones, but had already suggested to Clark that a sale at Stevens might be a good route (EN . AN 4/11/1865, 24/3, p. 173). Clark wanted also to keep the quantitative details of 'his' discovery secret on Mauritius (although publishing a general account, Clark 1865), but as it is a small island, word soon got around:
Mr Clark is working to make as much money from his discovery as he can, so do not let out to anyone how plentiful the bones are . . . I fear however that the whole thing is now too much blown, and plenty of people will search and find ample remains. (EN . AN 18/10/1865, 24/3, pp. 157-8) Indeed other Dodo material had also begun arriving in England and Newton wrote of several people who had bones, but only some of these can be identified (see below): Meantime, Owen was busily planning his coup, and in writing to Alfred, used putative feelings of Bishop Ryan and George Clark as reasons why he should be the sole recipient of the Dodo material, repeating his request for the above mentioned draft paper Alfred had already prepared on the subject:
As soon as the Mauritian bones sent to me by Mr Clark arrive I will let you know, & you can see them at your leisure; Mr C. & the bishop will, I think, expect me to describe them & give the Discoverer credit for his painstaking: you will understand their feeling possibly some disappointment were I to make these treasures over to another, as I gladly would do to you, being over-full of work. In prospect of this little additional 'straw' I wrote for the copy of your last labour of Didus. (RO . AN 8/11/1865) Alfred had met Owen and Mylius on the day of the Zoological Society meeting, unaware of any dealings that had taken place between the two men. He was following George Clark's requests to the letter, and had scheduled Clark's shipment of Dodo bones to be sold at Stevens's auction on 5 January 1866; these bones, shipped on 24th November, came through unusually quickly:
As I informed you I was about to do, on the 12th inst I came to London expressly for the purpose of communicating your discovery -in your own words -to the Zoological Society. In the course of the day I saw Professor Owen [crossed out ]. The announcement created, as I expected it would, very considerable interest -and I afterwards took the opportunity of mentioning to many persons who were present that the bones would be almost immediately sold by Mr Stevens with whom I had arranged that the 5 th Jan . . . On the 19th inst. Captain Mylius wrote to me (but being absent from Cambridge I did not get the letter till some days later) to say that after conferring with Prof. Owen and your brother Mr Samuel Clark, he had come to the conclusion it would be to your advantage that I should hand over to them the bones for disposal, and that his letter would relieve me of all responsibility. To this I replied that under the circumstances I of course must comply with their wishes though otherwise most willing to act as your agent in these matters . . . (AN Philip Sclater was put in a rather awkward position as intermediary. Owen also appears to have leant on him to convince Alfred that he, Owen, had superior rights.
There is a box here for you which perhaps contains Dodo's bones. Owen has got his -a nearly complete skeleton. I saw it today -very fine -2 good sterna [The box mentioned may in fact have been unrelated to Dodos, as Newton already had his material in Cambridge (above)].
I think the best thing you can do with your lot -if you will take my advice -is to hand them over to Owen in order that he may take out any bones that are deficient in his series, and so render the Brit. Mus. Collection complete.
Owen will put back in your box other bones in return for any he may select -so as to make an equally valuable collection for sale at Stevens. (PS . AN 19/12/1865) Alfred appears to have taken this advice and offered his own bones, but Owen rejected them: 'I have told him [Clark] that this you offered to do, but Owen would not accept your advances' (EN . AN 4/2/1866).
Such was the importance of the events that correspondence even took place on Christmas Day: After Owen rejected Alfred's offer of his own bones, he seems to have held on to them, although unsure of his right to do so, writing to Clark that "I hardly know how far I am now justified in keeping the beautiful and interesting specimens which were to be my 'honorarium', since I have been able to do so little for you" (AN . GC 26/12/1865), but Clark clearly told him to keep them and even offered a couple more: Although Owen must have offered money to Clark earlier in anticipation, on 13 January 1866 The British Museum trustees authorised him to buy 100 Dodo bones for £100 J.P. Hume et al. 40 (BM Trustees' minutes, Ref. c.10.919; Vinson 1968) . Having thus secured, as he thought, the best bones, Owen made a pre-emptive claim for publication by presenting a preliminary paper at a meeting of the Zoological Society on 9th January 1866; at this stage he was unaware of Higginson's shipments. In addition, he made an indignant fuss about not having had all the bones sent to him, writing an intemperate complaining letter to Bishop Ryan, which was passed to the Governor (Sir Henry Barkly) who showed it to Edward (EN . AN 4/2/1866, 24/3, p. 239).
Under normal circumstances, Alfred had ample reason to file a complaint and almost certainly would have done had not Owen had power over his professorship application which, according to Edward (see below), was in great danger of failure due to Owen's powerful influence. Alfred was therefore forced to relinquish his claim, which allowed Owen to publish on the Dodo first. Edward could only remark on the bitterness he felt towards Owen, and did so in the most uncompromising way: As Owen was now in complete control, it must have been particularly frustrating for Alfred, as even the lots sent by Clark for sale at auction (the Stevens sale, see below) passed via Mylius through Owen's hands, which enabled Owen to choose the best and give to the rest his imprimatur as 'real Dodo', which may have been some small consolation to the vendor! . . . subsequent sets of bones transmitted from the Mauritius, and from which I was privileged to select the most perfect specimens for the present memoir, got into the market, and were sold by auction since the present memoir was in type, as bones certified by me to be of the Dodo. (Owen 1866b, pp. 21 -22, footnote) Furthermore, Owen argued that possession of the best material was a prerequisite for publication priority, which provided him with a complete monopoly, expressing his sincere and grateful acknowledgements to those gentlemen [his italics] into whose hands these lots have fallen, who have forborne their own advantage and refrained from rushing into print with figures from inferior specimens . . . (Owen 1866b, pp. 21 -22, footnote) His 'Gentlemen' in italics looks like a particularly snide remark, suggesting that in fact the individuals were quite the opposite. Having rushed out his talk in January, Owen had to wait months for the artwork to be completed, and leaned on the gentlemen not to publish in the interim:
. . . necessarily awaiting the lithographing of 'illustrations', which every true promoter of science for its own sake must have desired to see as the best-selected materials would permit to be given. -R.O., June 1866. (Owen 1866b, pp. 21-22, footnote) When finally completed, the illustrations included two vertebrae borrowed from Higginson's gift to the Liverpool museum (Owen 1866b, p. 53 Clark had asked Edward about writing his own Dodo book and how much money he could make from it, and also about publishing in The Times but appears not to have succeeded in doing so. In his correspondence, Edward had the final say about Owen and was very obviously still fuming over his behaviour, though his letter (hastily written as usual) could be misread: although reading as if referring to Clark, 'brute' almost certainly refers to Owen:
I have sent some extracts from your letter for Mr Clark's benefit, and though the man [Owen ] is a brute, I feel sure he [Clark ] is quite satisfied with all I have done, & he told me he was sorry his friends in England had interfered in the matter. (EN . AN 4/3/1866, 24/3, p. 247)
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No doubt because his Cambridge professorship application was about due to be considered on 1 March 1866 (Wollaston 1921 ; PS . AN 2/3/1866), Alfred grudgingly conceded defeat, and made a short announcement concerning the discovery that same month (Newton 1866, p. 128 
):
The most perfect series has been transmitted to Professor Owen, by whom they will be described in the 'Transactions of the Zoological Society'. The next perfect set is, thanks to Mr. Clark, in our own possession, and the remainder, which also passed through our hands, are shortly to be disposed of by Mr. Stevens, the well-known natural-history agent.
This 'next perfect set' was used to construct a second, almost complete, skeleton, which may still be seen at the University Museum of Zoology, Cambridge.
Slater was also aware of Owen's potential negative input to Alfred's professorship:
. . . I am sorry to hear there is likely to be any opposition to the professorship . . . (PS . AN 27/1/1866) but was now concerning himself with another Owen publication. Owen had sent him a manuscript describing a new species of parrot from a single lower jaw, which had been sent by Clark along with the Dodo material (see below). The manuscript was originally intended for the Proceedings or Transactions of the Zoological Society, but Owen appears to have offered it to Alfred's Ibis journal as some sort of peace offering [PS . AN 15/2/1866 and 19/2/1866]. This was eventually accepted by Alfred (Owen 1866a) but it was little consolation for losing the main prize.
Alfred Newton and Richard Owen continued to bicker for another five years. As Alfred was now in a position of academic power, he published a note that Owen had received solitaire bone material many years previously collected by James Morris, a teacher and vice-president of the Royal Society of Arts and Sciences of Mauritius (Barnwell and Béchet 1943) , without informing him, and once this was known, ignoring a specific request from Edward to see the material (Newton and Newton 1869, p. 329 ; EN . AN passim in 1869-1872). Owen immediately responded to this enquiry, publishing a counter claim (Owen 1869, pp. 30, 31) , but it led to a series of rather ill-tempered written exchanges [AN . RO 5/1/1872; RO . AN 7/1/1872]; this was to be the last time that they corresponded.
Having successfully silenced his main adversary, and overruling Clark's desire to make the first published statement, which had held Alfred back (EN . AN passim), Owen wasted no time in publicly announcing and monopolising the discovery and gave a series of highly publicised lectures in January 1866 (Wissen 1995) . Having had the best choice of fossil specimens, Owen (1866b) produced his monograph on the Dodo entitled Memoir on the Dodo in October, formally describing the Dodo's anatomy to science. He had won the race with Newton to describe the bird first, but the delay in printing his Memoir allowed Alphonse Milne-Edwards in Paris to produce in April the first illustrated account of the finds, from bones he had bought at the March sale (Milne-Edwards 1866; Vinson 1968; see below for sale details). Owen's first paper was read before the Zoological Society 9 January 1866 (Sclater 1866; Owen 1869) , before Clark could publish on the subject in Britain, as Clark's (1866) Ibis paper did not appear until April, although he had pseudonymously published an article in a Mauritian newspaper (Clark 1865) , and attempted to publish in The Times (above). Edward had encouraged Clark to write about the discovery for the journal Ibis (edited by Alfred) in October 1865 (EN . AN 3/1/1866, 24/3, pp. 223, 228), but Clark had developed a problem with his eyesight that delayed the article; he eventually wrote it in January (as indicated on the publication itself). Apart from his 1866 paper, Clark's (1869) only other published contribution was a reprint of his 1865 account expanded with some insightful suggestions about Dodo ecology, while a footnote from Edward Newton suggests for the first time that pigs were probably responsible for the Dodo's demise. This was the last time Clark wrote on the subject.
Dodo bones en masse
Unfortunately for Clark, his financial profiteering was short-lived. As early as November 1865 he stated to Owen that no more Dodo bones could be found:
These are the last Dodo bones I shall have to send, all attempts at finding any elsewhere have failed, even guided by the experience I have acquired. (GC . RO 23/11/1865, p. 135) Since the new owner of the marsh had banned further digging, his remarks may have been, in a sense, correct in relation to new finds, but he was keeping a reserve of duplicates to sell via Alfred and was undoubtedly aware that more bones were there were he able to get at them. Back in October Edward had speculated on a huge abundance:
I have some more bone news for you and plenty more Dodo remains have been found at the same spot by Mr Clark, and yesterday as we had occasion to go down the railway, the Gov r and several others including myself inspected the marsh. There are I have no doubt remains of 100s or perhaps 1000s of Dodos (EN . AN 18/10/1865, 24/3, p. 154) He later (if only temporarily) reined back his estimate, when Higginson told him in early November that he thought 'the present hole is pretty well exhausted' (EN . AN 18/11/1865, 24/3, p. 191 At his end, Clark was unhappy about the price that Owen had procured him, despite having acquiesced in Owen's coup, and by using his monopoly being still able to prevent flooding of the market:
He did not seem very satisfied with the sale to the Brit. Mus., which I consider a good one, as I have little doubt 1000s good sets can easily be obtained if the place is properly worked. This is of course entre nous, but Clark knows my opinion and believes in it, but of course won't allow it. (EN . AN 4/2/1866, 24/3, pp. Although Clark managed to wriggle out of most of the ensuing arguments, he had all along sought favour with both parties, playing one against the other. As his ploy had now been exposed, he began 1866 busily apologising to Owen, justifying himself and trying to downplay the whole issue, and in April even asking Alfred Newton to exchange bones already in his possession for any Owen might want (GC . RO, 15/4/1866, pp. 119-20). Clark's credibility was seriously in jeopardy, so he wrote to Owen accusing two unnamed persons of undermining his discovery and stealing material:
. . . Judge then of my surprise at seeing an extract from his letter so worded as to allow it to be implied that they were bones which he had discovered, and that he had only supposed them to belong to the Dodo, when he was perfectly certain of the fact, and making no mention of the way in wh. he had procured them. I believe, herein, that he cannot supply anything like as complete an assortment as I have sent, and therefore hope they will not injure the sale of mine.
Another person whose name I will not mention, having endeavoured to get some bones from me, in vain, employed people to go at night and steal some, which they did; and he carried them to England, perhaps to boast of them as his discovery. (GC . RO, date missing [? late January/February 1866], 123)
We have not been able to positively identify either impostor here (the previous page of the letter is missing) though the former may have been Higginson. The latter cannot have been him as he did not leave Mauritius until October 1866 (Higginson 1859 (Higginson -1872 , and if he had been paying people to illicitly obtain bones, it would be rather odd that he was not trying to get financially reimbursed. Correspondence associated with a small collection housed at the Bolton Museum, but originally from Salford Museum, gives the name Frank Plant as the supplier, but this material did not arrive until later in 1866 (D. Craven, Personal communication to J.P. Hume, 7 November). Plant was known to Edward, and appears to have been a small-time trader, whom Edward commissioned unsuccessfully to get live birds from Madagascar (EN . Plant 2/2/1864, EN . AN 31/3/1864, 3/7/184; 24/2:89 -90, 117, 168); however, he is never mentioned in connection with Dodos, and we do not know when he left Mauritius. Two men who both left Mauritius in late 1865, and were associated with Clark after the discovery was made, have to be above suspicion: Charles Boyle, retiring Chief Commissioner of Railways (i.e. both Stanley's and Higginson's boss), who had seen the Dodo bones at Clark's house, and the aforementioned chief of police, Archibald Anson. The latter left on 7 November with some of Edward's bones for Alfred and a small collection of Dodo bones bound for Woolwich Institute, but these were presented to him by Clark (EN . AN 7/11/1865, 24/3, p. 182). Anson's lot also included tortoise bones (EN . AN 4/2/1866, 24/3, p. 241), which he later gave to the British Museum (Gray 1867). Boyle provided the following information in a footnote:
I have read this [Clark' s account ] since my return to England, having left Mauritius shortly after Mr Clark's discovery. Indeed, I believe I had the honour of being a fellow-traveller with a box of Dodo relics sent home by another ornithologist of repute. (Boyle 1867, p. 265) but this presumably refers to the bones being carried by Anson from Edward for Alfred (the description of the sender fits Edward), or those shipped by Clark for Alfred on 7 November or for Owen and Alfred on the 24th; we do not know on which date Boyle sailed.
Despite earlier disclaimers to Owen, Clark, writing in January 1966, admitted in his Ibis article published in April 1866 having found remains of 'many Dodos' (Clark 1866, paper dated 6/1/1866), and must, in addition to those he sent Alfred for sale at Stevens, have sent Owen more bones from his stock, for which he appeared, also in April, to be negotiating further remuneration from the British Museum (second quotation below), while still asserting that there was no immediate prospect of more bones:
I sent with the last you received various series of bones, some in excellent preservation. I have requested Mr Newton to allow you to exchange any you have for any among them, as it may probably happen that you may thus Historical Biology 43 make a better adjustment of the different parts. . . . Various persons have explored marshes in the hopes of finding remains of the Dodo, but I have not heard of a single instance of success. Mr E. Newton is about to prosecute researches in the marsh from wh. I obtained mine, but it is not likely that he can do so successfully before Aug. or Sept r , the water being now too deep to permit of any work being carried on in it. I hope and believe that you will find among the bones with Mr Newton one or more sternums in wh. the side processes are very nearly perfect; should you not, I have one wh. I will reserve for you. (GC . RO 5/4/1866, pp. 117-8) I had many letters to write by last mail, wh. I hope will plead my excuse for neglecting to reply to that part of your letter wh. proposed offering to the Trustees of the Brit. Museum in my name, the Dodo bones I last sent you, I beg you will have the kindness to do. I had expressed a wish to that effect to Capt. Mylius, but it may probably have escaped his notice . . . You have no doubt received my authorisation to exchange any bones you have, for others comprised in the lot sent, in charge of Mr Newton. Strange to say, there is no present appearance of the finding of any other deposit of Dodo bones. Will you kindly mention this to persons thinking of purchasing, as it may favour the sale of those I have sent. (GC . RO, 15/4/1866, pp. 119-120) Edward did indeed intend to re-work the marsh, and in June 1866 got an estimate from chief railway engineer Stanley to drain it with steam pumps (£54.10.0 to get the pumps in place þ daily labour and fuel @ 13 shillings/ day; MS in archives of the Royal Society of Arts and Sciences, Mauritius). Edward had £30 of British Association money in reserve for further work, but this was not enough; however, the local Royal Society refused to contribute on the grounds that it was too expensive (Vinson 1968) , and nothing happened.
Interestingly, the same logistical problems mentioned by Newton about draining the site still apply (see Rijsdijk et al. 2009) , as attempts at pumping the site have proved unsatisfactory. Newton remarks on a natural barrier [which is still in place (J.P. Hume, Personal observation, 18.10.08) ] that prevents the water from running off:
To be able to do justice to the discovery the water must first be got out of the basin; this could be done either by pumping it over the rocky barrier some five or six feet higher than its present level, or by cutting a drain through it. The latter would be a superior work but more effectual. When the water is run-off, there will be no difficulty in carefully digging out the peat and even sifting it if necessary when dry. (EN . AN 18/10/1865, 24/3, pp. 158-159) The Mare aux Songes comprises three large basins (Rijsdijk et al. 2009 ; Figure 7 ), but further observations (J.P. Hume, Personal observation, 18.10.08) based on Edward's account confirm that a fourth, but now dry, smaller basin exists, higher up slope than the others and separated from them by the aforementioned rocky barrier. This may have in fact been the site in which Clark had been working: as stated by Higginson (1859 Higginson ( -1872 , this site can be seen from the remains of the railway embankment and fits better with his remark about the marsh being 'just 200 feet in diameter'.
Despite the intensity of dealings and publicity surrounding the discovery, little initial interest was shown on Mauritius. Clark (1865) published an anonymous account of his finds in the local newspaper, the Commercial Gazette, but the discovery went unmentioned in the 1865 transactions of the Royal Society of Arts and Science, Mauritius, of which Clark was not a member. However, once the excitement surrounding the discovery filtered back from England, he was belatedly fêted and proposed for honorary membership by the island's Governor Sir Henry Barkly on 13 April 1866, accorded on 28 June (Vinson 1965; Anon. 1869) . The lack of interest can be excused, given that there were more pressing issues for the Mauritian public at the time: the Dodo discoveries coincided with a devastating malaria epidemic which began in 1865 and raged during 1866 to 1868, killing 48,000 people in three years, over 13% of the population (Small and Power 1868; Pike 1873; Teelock 2001 ). Edward's wife, Mary Kerr, and their child succumbed in 1870; Edward also contracted the disease around the same time and remained thereafter too ill to do much fieldwork (Cheke and Hume 2008) .
Clark himself, due to deteriorating health, travelled to England in 1869 for medical treatment, returning to Mauritius in 1871 (GC . AN 23/2/1871).
Clearly Dodo bones were still being slipped onto the market:
Poor old Clark went home a month ago . . . He was somewhat better but very excited at leaving. I did not know he was going in this ship therefore never saw him to say good bye. I wish you would send the money for the last lot of bones sold to his brother who is an alderman Clark at Southampton. (EN . AN 6/5/1896, 24/4, p. 39) Despite Edward reporting that 'from what I hear I believe his memory has quite gone' (EN . AN 9/2/1870, 24/4, 
Aftermath
Owen, having beaten the opposition, made one serious mistake in interpreting the evidence. Although one cannot fault Owen's osteological descriptions, he reconstructed the bird in his 1866 memoir using the most famous of the contemporary Dodo paintings, one by the Dutch artist Roelandt Savery dating from 1626 ( Figure 8 ). The life-size original was bequeathed to the British Museum by George Edwards in 1761 (Hume 2006) , thus available to Owen, and Owen (1866b) fitted the skeleton into an outline traced around Savery's Dodo image, which he believed, following Edwards, to have been painted from a living bird (Owen 1867) . This produced an unnatural, squat and overly obese Dodo, which became the orthodox image of the bird (Figure 9 ). Owen (1869) published again on the Dodo three years later (Figure 10 ), this time rectifying his mistake by reconstructing the bird in a natural more upright position, but the original image stuck; Owen has been associated with it ever since. Historical Biology 45 pp. 167 -9), Newton and Newton 1869). Over 2000 bones were recovered and sent to Cambridge, where Alfred and Edward formally described the solitaire's anatomy . Although Owen remained scientifically active, publishing a supplementary papers on the Dodo (Owen 1869 (Owen , 1872 , the damage to his reputation caused by his anti-Darwinian views resulted in his losing interest in this group of birds and he withdrew deeper into a creationist view of the world (Rupke 1994; Wissen 1995; Cadbury 2000; Dean 2008) . He died in 1892, aged 88 years.
The Newton brothers continued researching other extinct species from Mauritius and its two neighbouring islands, Réunion and Rodrigues. Despite the interest in the Dodo and the potential financial gain from the bones, it was not until 1889, when funding became available, that the marsh was scientifically analysed (Newton and Gadow 1893) . The Dodo had so overwhelmed the original excavations that only two other species were formally recognised. As mentioned above, among the bone consignments that Owen received from Clark was a single mandible of a large but now extinct parrot, the Raven Parrot Lophopsittacus mauritianus (Owen 1866a) . This parrot, and the abundant tortoises (Günther 1873) , were the only other fossil taxa actually described from the entire excavation of the marsh in 1865, although Clark (1866) also reported finding 'many [bones] belonging to the Flamingo, formerly abundant in Mauritius, the Whimbrel, still common there, the Gallinule, also plentiful at present, and to the Egret, which had disappeared within the present century'. In 1874 Henry Slater picked up two lizard jaws on the old Mare aux Songes spoil heap (EN . AN 16/9/1874, 24/4, p. 289), leading to the discovery of the extinct giant skink Didosaurus (now Leiolopisma) mauritianus (Günther 1877) , and his colleague George Gulliver got numerous Dodo bones that he sent to George Rolleston at the University Museum in Oxford (letters dated 19/8/1874 and 6/9/1874, preserved in the University Museum of Zoology, Oxford).
In 1889, a government-funded excavation of the Mare aux Songes by Théodore Sauzier (Newton and Gadow 1893) recovered six new, but now extinct species: a night heron Nycticorax mauritianus, owl Mascarenotus sauzieri, goose Alopochen mauritianus, duck Anas theodori, coot Fulica newtoni and harrier Circus (alphonsi) maillardi. Paul Carié, whose family had inherited the estate in 1902 (Burgh-Edwardes and Pierrot 1946), subsequently collected a large series of subfossil remains including Dodo, which he sent to Paris (Carié 1916; Janoo 1996) . From this material, Hoffstetter described a number of reptiles (Hoffstetter 1946a (Hoffstetter , 1946b . However, recent work at the Mare aux Songes has shown that even Sauzier's and Carié's excavations failed to find significant amounts of the small (, 30 mm) vertebrate material that in fact is present (Hume 2005; Rijsdijk et al. 2009 ). Newton (Newton and Gadow 1893, p. 282) had previously remarked that only a single bone (now lost) of a 'small finch' had been recovered. A number of small vertebrate elements have now been collected (Rijsdijk et al. 2009 ), but the site is still physically biased toward large vertebrates.
Alfred's fascination with Dodos led him to one unfortunate misinterpretation of information. He published a paper supporting a second species of Dodo -from Réunion: the supposed white Dodo or solitaire (Newton 1869) , based only on seventeenth century illustrations of white-plumaged Dodos of (then) unknown origin. It was not until the discovery of subfossil remains on Réunion during the 1980s that the true identity of the Réunion solitaire could be ascertained. It is now considered to be an ibis (Threskiornis solitarius; Mourer-Chauviré et al. 1995 , 1999 ), belonging to a totally different family of birds, while the paintings were of an albinistic Mauritian Dodo (Hume and Cheke 2004) . Although he continued to write on Dodos and other extinct Mascarene birds until his death in 1907, Newton must have suspected an error as he never referenced his paper again, and later called the identification of the paintings 'conjectural' (Newton and Gadow 1896, p. 217) . After 3 years of bitter rivalry, the race between these two authorities to be first to scientifically describe the Dodo's anatomy resulted in improper diversion of specimens, academic blackmail and a bitterness that was never was resolved between the two men. Both Richard Owen and Alfred Newton shared the spoils of anatomically describing the two giant, flightless ground pigeons, but Owen succeeded in associating his name with the more famous Dodo, and was prepared to achieve this aim by any means.
Richard Owen: career and motivations
By 1856 Richard Owen had risen to the rank of superintendent of the natural history departments in the British Museum, Bloomsbury, becoming one of the greatest comparative naturalists of his time. He fought hard for and was ultimately successful in getting new premises to store the ever increasing accumulation of natural history specimens, which opened in 1881 but was not complete until the end of 1883, after which Owen retired. This was despite receiving opposition from some distinguished scientists, including Charles Darwin, Thomas Huxley and Joseph Hooker -opposition that would appear surprising except that none of these wanted to see Owen's influence grow even more (Rupke 1988) . The new building was first called the British Museum (Natural History), now simply the Natural History Museum (Gunther 1980; Rupke 1988) .
One of his many landmark discoveries was his prediction from a single small scrap of bone, called J.P. Hume et al. 46 'Rule's bone', that a group of giant ostrich-sized birds once occurred in New Zealand (Owen 1839) . He presented his theory to the Royal Society, potentially undermining his scientific credibility when doing so, but within three years was proved correct; the first complete skeleton of a giant moa, the tallest bird known, was received in London -a true landmark in palaeontological history.
Despite his abilities, Richard Owen, a Lancashire-born lad and not in the same social class as other noted academics, appears to have suffered an inferiority complex that could make him jealous of, and ruthless towards, any potential rival. Thus, after establishing the order Dinosauria mainly on the basis of work by Gideon Mantell, Owen refused to acknowledge him with any credit, claiming he had made the discovery himself (Rupke 1993 (Rupke , 1994 Dean 2008) . Similarly, he was awarded the Royal Medal in 1846 for his work on Belemnites (Owen 1844) , but failed to acknowledge Chaning Pearce, an amateur biologist and the true discoverer, who had produced his own work on the subject 4 years earlier. As a result of this deceit, he was later accused of plagiarism and formally voted off the councils of the Royal Society in 1861 and the Zoological Society in 1862 (Rupke 1993 (Rupke , 1994 Cadbury 2000 ).
Owen's own copy of the Memoir on the Dodo (1866), a book limited to a run of 100, with 20 designated as presentation copies, includes a list of recipients on the inside front cover; neither Clark's nor the Newtons' names feature, although Bishop Ryan and Sir Henry Barkly are included. This suggests he was prepared to ingratiate himself with the influential (who had done little but write letters), but not with those who really did the work. Owen did eventually send an ordinary copy to Clark (GC . RO, acknowledging, 5.11.1867; not in paginated series).
Owen's background was very different from that of Alfred Newton, an upper-class Cambridge academic who was to become the first Professor of Zoology and Comparative Anatomy at the university, and one of the first disciples of Darwin's theory (Wollaston 1921) . Charles Darwin's Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection (Darwin 1859) was published 6 years before the Mare aux Songes discoveries. Alfred firmly believed in the evolution of species and corresponded with Darwin over issues of evolution amongst birds, totally absorbing the principle into his scientific thinking. Conversely, Owen, in a position of great responsibility at the British Museum, was in a more constrained situation, particularly as the Anglican tendencies of those holding the purse strings of the museum had to be considered. Although Owen was quietly sympathetic to some aspects of evolution, he publicly argued that every species was created as a predetermined archetype or ideal, a finished product fit to survive or condemned to die out without evolving in any way. In the eyes of many influential churchmen, Darwin's evolution by natural selection contravened God's own work and thus Owen was hostile to the theory (Rupke 1994; Wissen 1995; Cadbury 2000; Dean 2008) .
Despite ruthlessly overriding academic competitors, Owen appears also to have had a gentler, sympathetic side, particularly for those he considered gifted but unappreciated, and who were not 'the competition'. For example, Owen was generous with his time for certain artists and promoted their work whenever possible. The Dutchman, James Erxleben (1830 -1890), whose exquisite plates depicting Dodo osteology have never been bettered, was used by Owen throughout the artist's career (Jackson 1999) , despite Owen himself being an accomplished artist (Ingles and Sawyer 1979;  Figure 11 ). Owen's last letters to Clark suggests he was not unhappy with the outcome of his Dodo heist, despite having been semi-tricked into spending so much of the museum's money. In June 1866, some months after the financial settlements, Owen (GC . RO 5.4.1866, p. 118) even intended nominating Clark as a corresponding member of the Zoological Society of London. According to Clark's response -none of Owen's letters to Clark have survived -Owen wrote sympathetically to him, and perhaps seeing Clark as a victim of circumstance (or manipulation by the Newtons) rather than a villain.
Clark's daughter Edith had a letter published in the Westminster Gazette of 16/1/1902 summarising her father's contribution to science, and it is interesting that in that she added extra detail on how Clark's labourers had worked in the marsh:
Owing to the depth of water and soft mud, which prevented the men from having any foothold, some rough rafts or 'catamarans' made of the trunks of banana trees, were floated. On these the natives [sic ] stood and supported others with ropes passed und[er] their armpits, while they felt for the bones and picked them up with their toes (Clark 1902 , transcribed from an MS copy by Thomas Parkin, inserted into Edward Newton's copy of , now, courtesy of the late Dr Reginald 
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Vaughan, in the Alexander Library, Oxford University Zoology Department).
Regardless of this late press, by the end of the nineteenth century Clark had faded into obscurity. Rothschild (1907) , Oudemans (1917) and later Hachisuka (1953) , rekindled interest in the Dodo by publishing the first extensive accounts on the subject since , yet none mentions Clark at all. However, since the mid-1990s half a dozen books and numerous papers on the subject have now been published, and Clark's contribution has now been duly recognised. Despite Clark's financial intentions, his humble nature, love of natural history and true determination are worthy of merit. After 30 years of searching, Clark's persistence was rewarded with a unique opportunity and he took it: another marsh containing Dodo bones has still not been found.
